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Somewhere at a beach 
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Under the sea ... 

We heard that you want to become proper 

pirate-consumers, infringing IP regimes for 

personal gain or pleasure. So do you know 

any pirate entrepreneurs, those pirate 

moguls? 

t you pirated a mov 

and got so bloody 

excited! 

''(\' 

1 · ctually, we wanted t 

tell you a bit about media 

piracy and to discourage 

that behaviour. Cause, 

look where he is, how he 

ended up ... just a pile of 

_ -~ bones and a ghost. 

becomes represented in an 

anti-piracy discourse as a 

hotspot for IP* 

We aren't pirates 

and we aren't 

from a pirate 

You aren't, but the 

. boy here! Look at the 

map, where are you 

from? This map shows 1 

all pirate states. 

2 



dia piracy is a 'poro 

ivity, it spreads with 

respect for bor 

The US secured copyright at home, 

boosting their market, but they didn't 

care about other countries' media. So, 

the US created a double-ended sword 

Their media is 

protected on their 

market ... 

world doesn't protect 

the US media. 

ecoming a p1r 

ate is an iterative 

cess that has ma 

t reasons f · 

* creates 

ecial 301 rep 

e they celebr 

They analyze countries IP laws and allocate 

countries to three categories: 

• Watch List (WL) & Priority Watch List (PWL): the 
countries have some problems with their IP rights; 

• Priority Foreign Country (PFC): the countries with 

IP laws that have the worst impact on the US media. 



They separate the 'West' 

and the rest, the developed 

countries and other 

countries. These pirate

states create safe haven for 

nline piracy. Livin 

You're right! Some 

countries just turn a blind 

eye on all the pirate-moguls 

in their countries, 

because ... 
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They're 

pirates 

themselves, 

jolly crowd! 



, some use pira 

ies of software in 

companies, But some 

countries try to battle 
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e some become a horn aine, in 1998 it entere I~ 

eral BitTorrent sites and do L, while in 2001 and 2013 i >)) 
revent camcoding or even as indeed labelled PFC Bu . 

authorized film screenings hat he isn't saying, is that no 

en after they were tw· ·ne is trying to do b 
.,,,,,,.. .............. ....l.i..i...::....,~ 

oesn't matter! They 

are still pirates, these 

kids are pirates and 

I'm a pirate! The 

special 301 can't 

Of course, they can, 'C~~-:_S:,:,,;.----=------:::::~---:----:=--------------
but not with the -

means you're 

to! They do 

threaten you 

scary posters! S 

what do they 
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piracy is long gone! 

And you wouldn't 

steal a car? Or a 

handbag? Why 

' _. uld you then ste 

/ someone's IP? 
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Somewhere at the beach 
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